NOVEMBER 7, 2017
2307 WINTER'S DREAM (NR) SCI 2307 A.D. EARTH IS FROZEN OVER AND ALL HUMANS LIVE UNDERGROUND
ALIEN-REIGN OF MAN (NR) SCI EARTH'S LAST INHABITANTS ARE INFECTED BY A VIRUS THAT CAUSES TERMINAL RAGE
CAMERA OBSCURA (NR) HOR WAR PHOTOGRAPHER WITH PTSD SEES IMMINENT DEATH IN HIS PHOTOS
CARS 3 (G) FAM LIGHTNING McQUEEN GETS A LAST CHANCE TO PROVE HE ISN'T THROUGH RACING YET. ANIMATED
CHAMPION (PG) DRA A SINGLE MISTAKE IN DIRT TRACK RACING CHANGES THE LIVES OF TWO MEN. FOREVER
CHRISTMAS TRUCE (NR) DRA AMERICAN SOLDIER & A BELGIAN WOMAN FALL IN LOVE DURING THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE
CROWNING JULES (NR) FAM TWO SISTERS. ONE BEAUTY QUEEN. ONE BOOK WORM. DOUBLE TROUBLE
DARKNESS RISING (R) HOR A WOMAN HAUNTED BY MEMORIES OF HER MOTHER KILLING HER YOUNGER SISTER
GLASS CASTLE (PG13) DRA WOODY HARRELSON, BRIE LARSON, NAOMI WATTS
GRANDMA'S HOUSE (NR) DRA TRUE STORY OF THREE GENERATIONS OF ONE FAMILY LIVING UNDER ONE ROOF
GUN SHY (R) ACT/COM A ROC'KERS WIFE IS KIDNAPPED & DESPITE HIS PAMPERED LIFE, HE MUST ORGANIZE HER RESCUE
INGRID GOES WEST (R) COM INGRID MOVES TO LA TO BEFRIEND A SOCIAL MEDIA STAR, BUT THINGS DON'T GO AS PLANNED
KILLING GROUND (R) HOR A COUPLE ENCOUNTER TWO LOCAL SOCIOPATHS ON A WEEKEND CAMPING TRIP
LIMESTONE GOLEM (NR) SUS A SERIAL KILLER IS ON THE LOOSE. THE LEAD DETECTIVE IS BEING SET UP TO FAIL
OVERDUE (PG13) ACT TWO CAR THIEF BROTHERS IN THE CROSSHAIRS OF A CRIME BOSS IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE
PASTOR'S DAUGHTER (NR) DRA A PASTOR IS ON HIS DEATHBED AND HIS FAMILY MUST SORT THROUGH THEIR FEUDS
POLDARK SEASON 3 (NR) DRA GEORGE WARLEGGEN GROWS HIS EMPIRE AND ATTEMPTS TO CRUSH ROSS POLDARK
SHOW (R) DRA A REALITY SHOW EXPLOITS THE ON-CAMERA DEATHS OF IT’S PLAYERS ON LIVE TV
SLAMMA JAMMA (PG) DRA A FORMER BASKETBALL CHAMP IN PRISON PREPARES FOR A SLAM DUNK COMPETITION
WIND RIVER (R) HOR A YOUNG ADVENTURER'S DREAM TRIP TO THE AMAZON TURNS INTO A FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
UNLOCKED (R) ACT/SUS NOOMI RAPACE, ORLANDO BLOOM, JOHN MALKOVITCH, MICHAEL DOUGLAS
SECRET SCRIPTURE (PG13) DRA/SCI CARA DELAVIGNE, DANE DEHAAN
NOVEMBER 14, 2017
6 BELOW (PG13) ACT A HOCKEY PLAYER STRANDED ATOP A MOUNTAIN FOR 8 DAYS. STARS JOSH HARTNET, MIRA SORVINO
60 YARD LINE (NR) COM DIEHARD PACKERS FANS BUY A HOUSE IN THE PARKING LOT OF LAMBEAU FIELD. TRUE STORY
AMITYVILLE AWAKENING (PG13) HOR A COMATOSE BOY MIRACULOUSLY RECOVERS INSIDE THE AMITYVILLE HOUSE
ATOMIC BLONDE (R) ACT CHARLIZE THERON, JAMES McAVOY
BRIGGSBY BEAR (PG13) DRA A MAN SETS OUT TO MAKE A MOVIE OF THE ONLY TV SHOW HE HAS EVER KNOWN
CHRISTMAS IN THE HEARTLAND (NR) FAM TWO GIRLS FROM VASTLY DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS FIND MUCH IN COMMON
GIRLS LIKE MAGIC (NR) COM A GIRL MOVES TO LA TO JOIN HER BOYFRIEND & FALLS IN LOVE WITH A GAY FEMALE NEIGHBOR
INDISCRIPTION (NR) SUS A WOMAN TRIES TO CALL OFF AN AFFAIR BUT HER LOVER REFUSES TO LET GO
MY FIRST MIRACLE (NR) FAM DESTINY BRINGS A GIRL WITH CANCER TOGETHER WITH A HOMELESS RUNAWAY
NUT JOB 2 (PG13) FAM SURLY SQUIRREL AND FRIENDS BATTLE THE MAYOR TO SAVE HIS PARK HOME. ANIMATED
PALM SWINGS (NR) FAM A YOUNG COUPLE MOVE TO PALM SPRINGS AND FIND THEIR NEIGHBORS ARE SWINGERS
SCAREHOUSE (NR) HOR A HALLOWEEN FUN HOUSE IS ALL FUN & GAMES UNTIL SIX SORORITY SISTERS ARRIVE
WIND RIVER (R) HOR JEREMY RENNER, ELIZABETH OLSEN
PLUS 6 OTHER GREAT TITLES! ALL RELEASE DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
NOVEMBER 21, 2017
BIRTH OF THE DRAGON (PG13) ACT EPIC SHOWDOWN BETWEEN UPCOMER BRUCE LEE & KUNG FU MASTER WONG JACK MAN
GOOD TIME (R) HOR A BOTTCHED BANK ROBBERY LANDS A MAN IN JAIL. HIS BROTHER RACES AGAINST TIME TO GET HIM OUT
HITMAN'S BODYGUARD (R) ACT RYAN REYNOLDS, SAMUEL L. JACKSON, GARY OLDMAN, SALMA HAYEK
JUGLE (R) HOR A YOUNG ADVENTURER'S DREAM TRIP TO THE AMAZON TURNS INTO A FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
LEON (NR) COM DARK COMEDY ABOUT A PERPETUAL LOSER WHOSE LIFE GOES FROM BAD TO WORSE
MAGNUM OPUS (NR) ACT SPY THRILLER PITS A VETERAN AGAINST U.S. INTELLIGENCE
ONE LAST HEIST (R) SUS TRUE STORY OF 4 THIEVES WHO ROBBED THE VAULTS BELOW LONDON'S DIAMOND DISTRICT
VALERIAN & THE CITY OF A THOUSAND PLANETS (PG13) ACT/SCI CARA DELAVIGNE, DANE DEHAAN
PLUS 6 OTHER GREAT TITLES! ALL RELEASE DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
NOVEMBER 28, 2017
ACTS OF VENGEANCE (R) ACT ANTONIO BANDARAS AS A LAWYER WHO AVENGES THE MURDERS OF HIS WIFE AND DAUGHTER
ASTRONAUT: PRINCIPAL DIRECTOR (NR) ACT A ROOKIE EM & HER PARTNER PICK UP A WOUNDED SUPERHERO AND ARE PULLED INTO HIS MISSION
HEIDAY OF THE INSENSITIVE BASTARDS (NR) COM JAMES FRANCO, NATALIE PORTMAN, KATE MARA, KRISTEN WIIG
LOGAN LUCKY (PG13) COM CHANNING TATUM, ADAM DRIVER, DANIEL CRAIG, ELABORATE ROBBERY DURING A NASCAR RACE
REMEMBER (PG13) DRA/SUS EXPLORES THE UNEXPLAINED DEATH OF THE INVENTOR OF A MACHINE THAT RECORDS MEMORY
TROLLS HOLIDAY (NR) CHI POPPY TEACHES THE BERGENS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF HOLIDAYS. ANIMATED
TULIP FEVER (R) DRA ALICIA VIKANDER, CHRISTOPHER WALTZ, JUDI DENCH, DANIE DEHAAN
PLUS 6 OTHER GREAT TITLES! ALL RELEASE DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
HUGE SELECTION OF BRAND NEW, NEVER RENTED
DVD'S & BLU-RAYS FOR SALE, NOW 30% OFF!